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:  Project AP92, Kiev   |   An apartment for a whole floor

Located right in the centre of Kiev, on one of the top floors of the building you can find a dream apartment with about 720 m2 of total space. The apartment 
occupies the entire floor and is surrounded by a spacious balcony on all sides. The lion‘s share of 630 m2 is covered with mafi OAK Clear wide-plank. All the 
planks have a length of five metres with a width of 30 cm. Such dimensions are extremely dimensionally stable thanks to the typical mafi, symmetrical three-layer 
construction and can even be installed on top of underfloor heating. 

The Zasutsky team of Ukrainian architects selected a reduced décor with soft, bright colours. As according to the finishing of the mafi planks the extreme white 
oiled variant was specified. „For us it was important visually as far as possible to avoid borders in order to realise an open room concept. The mafi floor with the 
natural haptic and the large-sized planks was the logical choice for our project”, explains the Project team. [read more on mafi.com]
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: News   |   mafi Domino nominated for German Design Award 2017

mafi’s floor innovation „Domino Larch Vulcano“ was nominated for the German 
Design Award 2017. In the scope of this award ceremony unique design trends are 
discovered, presented and appreciated. New product ideas can also be awarded, 
as can their manufacturer or designer.

End-grain floors already have a long tradition in Austria: because of their particu-
larly high robustness they have been used for many years in, for example work-
shops. For the Domino Larch Vulcano floor, mafi has modern re-interpreted this 
historical style.

The chemical-free thermo treatment of the natural wood and finishing with natural 
oils position the genuine wood floor experience in the foreground. [mafi.com]

: Technology   |   Stair Nose profile E improved
 
mafi stair noses enjoy ever greater popularity. In different profiles they can be fitted quickly and 
stably. The new milled groove ensures optimal precision fitting for all mafi planks in the thickness 
of 16, 19 and 21 mm.

The stair nose type E can now be used in both directions, thanks to 
this milling and offers new solutions for all visible plank closings 
such as on stairs, landings or window sills. [mafi.com]
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